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“Is this the battle between the half-step psychic realm? It’s too terrifying,
right?”
“Yeah, the half-steps are at this level, and how terrifying is the battle
between real masters of the gods? Will a city be affected!”
“Hmph, you are wrong about this. Although they are still half-step through
the gods, their real strength is much better than the average gods. You can
think of them as masters of the gods. The battle between.”
“But you are right. Fortunately, this battle took place in a secret realm.
Otherwise, on Earth, it would really flatten a town!”
“Wan Wanwan has thought that Lin Ziming’s strength has reached such a
level that he can be on par with Xiaoyao King. The key is such a powerful
number one person, how can you not have heard of it before.”
“This Lin Ziming has only emerged in the past two years.”
“Isn’t it, Lin Ziming is more talented than Xiaoyao King?!”
“I don’t know, let’s watch the game…”
In fact, the battle between Lin Ziming and Xiaoyao King shocked too many
people, including many masters in the realm of God, who were still
dumbfounded. And he had a clearer understanding of Lin Ziming’s strength.
Before, they all agreed that Lin Ziming could not be Xiaoyao King’s
opponent, but now it seems hard to say.
Just when they were all discussing intensely, they suddenly heard a long
roar.
And this long howl, even if they were in front of the computer, they could
feel a heart palpitation, as if this long howl could not be emitted from the
mortal fetus, but from the body of the ancient beast, to People kind of shock.
It was Lin Ziming. After he made this long howl, his aura changed again.
The place where the blood bleeds from his body became even more violent.
After a while, his whole person was bloody, as if he was a bloody person.
Extremely terrifying and horrifying.
However, at the same time, his aura became stronger.
The King Xiaoyao who was opposite him felt his change, his face suddenly
changed, and he blurted out, “Lin Ziming! You still have potential to come
out?! Damn! This is impossible, impossible! !”
Lin Ziming said coldly: “King Xiaoyao, you are defeated, lie down for me!”
After finishing this sentence, Lin Ziming’s speed was actually doubled
compared to the previous one. Then, at a speed that the King Xiaoyao
couldn’t fully respond, he directly pressed King Xiaoyao’s neck and
screwed it down fiercely. And vigorously lifted Xiaoyao King, and smashed
it down heavily.
Hearing a loud noise, the neck of King Xiaoyao was actually chopped off by
Lin Ziming! !
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Moreover, Lin Ziming’s whole person was heavily inserted into the ground
and disappeared.
After finishing this, Lin Ziming finally relaxed, and the breath of a wild
beast on his body faded like a tide.
Even after he let go of his breath, he only felt his legs tremble, his physical
strength disappeared a lot, his body swayed, and he almost couldn’t stand
still!
He finally defeated King Xiaoyao.
Just now, he directly chopped off King Xiaoyao’s neck and inserted King
Xiaoyao into the soil. Even if King Xiaoyao’s physique was strong, in this
case, there must be a dead end!
Xiaoyao King is defeated…
Many people who watched the live broadcast on the earth saw this scene,
and their minds were blank.
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